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Chronicle News Editor
The MSGA Senate Wednesday night endorsed t h e
final recommendations of its
constitutional revision committee Concerning the formation of a campus-wide student
government and unanimously
elected J i m Kennedy (Jr.,
Ind.) to serve on the suggested council as MSGA representative.
The final recommendations
call for a report by MSGA presi- MSGA SENATE members discuss plans for formation of a
dent Jim Fowler on the progress campus-wide student government in their Wednesday night
Photo by Gerkens
toward fulfillment of the plan meeting.
no later than January 11. The*
Senate also voted to appropriate
fifty dollars from the MSGA
budget for use of the University
Student Council for clerical and
administrative expenses.
The provisions of the plan
outlined Wednesday are substantially those of the prelimiquiring a serious, systematic
By MUFF WARN
nary report made November 15
The Undergraduate Faculty study of Biblical literature in
by Kennedy, chairman of the Council adopted a motion, of- its basic curriculum."
constitutional revision commit- fered by Dr. James L. Price
Arguing against the requiretee. They provide for two rep- head of the religion department. ment, Dr. Gregory A. Kimble of
resentatives on the council from to retain the six-hour religion the psychology department desboth MSGA and WSGA, and one requirement in a meeting, ]
cribed the University as a liberal
representative from each of the vember 16.
arts institution with the purpose
other student government assoPrice, quoted in the summary of "advancing learning in all
ciations and schools.
of this meeting sent to all fac- lines of truth, in defending schoJudicial Board
ulty, argued that, first, "a mini larship against all false notions
The Senate also discussed mum literacy with reference to and ideals."
plans to extend the examination the Bible is requisite to underHe noted that eminent univerof MSGA constitutional struc- standing the intellectual heritage sities have dropped the specific
ture to the Judicial Board. Fow- of the western world in its requirement while still allowing
ler, who is afraid that the study manifold cultural expressions.'' courses in religion to fulfill basic
might be misconstrued as senaSecond, "a critical and dis- requirements.
torial dissatisfaction with the criminating study . of the Old
current board, issued the follow- and New Testaments provides
Faculty Freedom
ing statement: "In connection the student [with] a synoptic
Kimble suggested that the
with the constitutional revision frame of reference by which he scholarly character of the faculwhich the Senate has under- is helped to interpret and order ty "must not be hampered by
taken this year, a thorough the total range of his intellec- connections and orientations.'
study of the Judicial branches tual encounters and moral probThe faculty have the responof the MSGA will be under- lems in college."
sibility, he concluded, to make
taken. At the time of presentaStudents should have the op- changes that will favor the estation of a new constitution pos- portunity to mature in their
(Continued on page 5)
sible alterations in the penal religious faith and "to judge
code under which the Judicial whether or not the HebraicBoard operates may be includ- Christian image of men is a
ed."
valid and viable option."
Fowler stated that the study
Eruditio et Religio
would be made by a joint committee of the Senate and the
Third, the distinctive nature
Judicial Board, and that its of the University, asserting the
main interest would be the de- union of knowledge and reli(Continued on page 4)
gion, is implemented "by reSeven students are representing the University at a National
ln Address To Civic Group
Student Association convention
in Greensboro this week end.
Sally Spratt and Esther Booe
from East, and Don Kisslan, Hamid Kizilbash and Mike Weir
from West are the appointed
delegates. Duke Marston is attending as international affairs
Dr. Theodore Ropp, professor
vice-president and Chuck Silof history and author of War
kett as regional ex-president.
in the Modern World, described
To include students from colas "utterly ridiculous" the idea
leges in the Carolinas and Virthat the United States can deginia, this fall regional convenpend on the efforts of private
tion takes place today and tocitizens to furnish adequate
morrow at the Woman's College
civil defense protection.
of the University of North CaroSpeaking before a Durham
lina in Greensboro.
civic group Monday, Ropp said
that it is as foolish to expect
In addition to regular deleeach man to provide for the
gates, other students influential
protection of his family through
in student government here will
his own shelter as to expect the
serve as alternates.
country to defend itself by havThe program will focus on
ing each man get his own rifle
the
problems of the Latin
and go out hunting Russians.
Asian and African
He called for a federal program vive losses of up to 30 million American,
student.
There will be an adas a necessity in providing an persons, he asserted "No one dress, panel
discussion, and
adequate civil defense program. knows what would happen to study
groups on the role of the
Ropp also debunked the con- this country if we lost 30 million university in the life of youth-1
tention of strategists who "play people in 20 minutes, or in three ful nations of the world.
war on computing machines" or four hours. There are too
The convention will include
and come out with arbitrary many factors involved."
basic evaluation of the role
estimates of the national ability
Ropp's special field of interest
to survive nuclear attack. Noting is military history, and he has NSA can play in the region.
that one such estimate claims made a national reputation as a
A discussion of the Peace
that the United States could sur- military historian.
Corps will also take place.

Trustees of The Endowment have approved an award
of $262,783.48 to the University to be used at the President's
discretion, primarily on certain construction and renovation
projects.
President Deryl Hart announced receipt of t h e gift,
pointing out that the University has an urgent need for
funds for such projects.
He cited several immediate needs of the University and
emphasized that t h e cost of these far exceeds the amount
which has just been received.
After extending his appreciation to the Endowment
* Trustees, President Hart expressed the hope that the University can find additional
sources from which to supplement the gift.
Among the urgent needs
which he cited are construction
of a heated dormitory at the
University's Marine Laboratory
at Beaufort, N. C, renovation
of the Biology Building when it
Phi Kappa Delta tapped four is vacated in January, and resenior women into membership novation of other areas for
at 5 p.m. yesterday iri front of language laboratories on both
the East and West Campuses.
the East Campus Union.
Marine Lab
The four women, Esther Booe,
Construction of the heated
Madeline Evans, Molly Jo Hershey and Rennie Lilly, will be dormitory will make possible
initiated Sunday evening into the use of the Marine Laboratory on a year-round basis, Dr.
the senior women's honorary.
Hart explained. Such use is
Miss Booe is co-ed editor of anticipated as part of a broad
the Chronicle, secretary of the expansion of the facility anSymposium Committee, a n d nounced last June when the Nanews-letter editor for WSGA. tional Science Foundation made
Miss Evans is chairman of the a grant of $618,282 to support a
WSGA foreign student commit- cooperative research training
tee and heads an International program in biological oceanoClub committee. She is also a graphy at the lab. A major exmember of Sigma Delta Phi, the penditure from the NSF funds
Spanish honorary.
will be for the purchase of an
Miss Lilly is chairman of the ocean-going vessel to be used
East Campus Long Range Plan- in the research work.
When the new $4 million
ning Committee and served as
a rush advisor this year. She is Biological Sciences Building is
a member of the French honor- completed in January, the
School' of Forestry and the Deary Tau Phi Omega, and was an partments
of Botany and ZoolFAC last year.
ogy will move from their preMiss Hershey has also served sent quarters in the Biology
as rush advisor and FAC, is a Building, and the renovation
which is planned will make the
member of the student Long older structure suitable for ocRange Planning Committee, and cupancy by other units of the
is vice-president of Giles House. University, including the Psychology, Sociology and AnthroPhi Kappa Delta recognizes pology Departments.
senior women of outstanding
Commenting on the third
scholarship and leadership abil- project, Dr. Hart said the Uniities.
(Continued on page 5)

East Honorary
UFC Adopts Motion to Retain Taps Seniors
In Leadership
Disputed Religion Requirement

Student Conference
To Study University
In Youthful Nations

Ropp Designates Private Attempts

At Civil Defense "Utterly Ridiculous'

Marston Announces Plans
For SSL Convention in March
-Duke Marston, president of
the State Student Legislature,
announced Wednesday that interviews to choose a 16-member
delegation for the 1962 session
will begin soon.
To be held March 8, 9 and 10
in the capitol building in Raleigh, the convention will include delegates from between
35 and 40 North Carolina colleges and universities. This is
an increase over last year's attendance which included only
28 schools.
The two-house legislature acts
as a forum for opinion of college students throughout the
state. It elects officers who organize the programs and secure
speakers for the following year
through an interim council. This
includes two representatives
from every school participating.
At the first interim council
meeting, November 19, nominations for convention speakers
were made. Governor Sanford
will give a brief address and it

is hoped that Robert Kennedy
will be the principal speaker at
the traditional banquet, according to Marston.
O t h e r suggested speakers
were Dr. Earl Wallace, specialist
in American government from
the University of North Carolina and Dr. Proctor, president
of A and T College in Greensboro. Proctor's interests center
around religion, education and
student life.
Delegates of the University
are chosen from applications on
East and West. Freshmen are
encouraged to apply as well as
upperclassmen. Steve Braswell,
last year's president, will head
the delegation in March.
Last year, the University won
awards for the best bill, best
speaker in the House, and Marston was elected president.
"Looking ahead we can see
an even better future for continued leadership by this school
of the State Student Legislature," concludes Marston.
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Brinkley: Dean and Scholar
The retirement of Dean
Roberta Florence Brinkley as
Dean of Woman's College at
the end of this year will
bring to a close one phase of
a career devoted to service in
the academic world.
Since coming to the University in 1947 as both Dean
of Woman's College and Professor of English, Dean Brinkley has managed to pursue
successfully t w o vocations
that few people are able to
combine. She has functioned
in the administrative position of a college dean while
maintaining not only intense
interest but also active participation in the academic
life of the University.
A noted Milton scholar,
Dean Brinkley has taught
both graduate and undergraduate classes in the English department during her
tenure here. She has also
found time to devote to scholarly research, publishing several books and contributing
to various scholarly journals.
Her contributions to the
University have extended beyond her service in the Woman's College. She has been a
member of the University
Council, the Academic Standards Committee, and the Curriculum Committee. She is
currently serving as president of the local chapter of
P h i Beta Kappa.
Believing that a person in

her position has a responsibility that extends beyond
contributing to the institution
t h a t employs her, Dean
Brinkley has held membership and offices in such organizations as the American
Association of U n i v e r s i t y
Women, t h e Modern Language Association, the National Association of Women
Deans and Counselors, and
the North Carolina Historical
and Literary Society.
Her work as a humanist
reveals a wide range of interests. She has long been a
patron of the arts, striving
for their advancement at the
University. She helped sponsor musical events before the
music department was developed, and several art exhibits
have appeared here through
her efforts.
Dean Brinkley has traditionally worked closely with
the Woman's Student Government Association.
She
has evidenced to all with
whom she has worked, students, faculty and staff, the
same gentle graciousness and
w a r m geniality.
It is encouraging to note
that her retirement as Dean
of Women's College does not
mean her withdrawal from
the academic world. On the
c o n t r a r y . Dean Brinkley
plans to engage in research
and study for a projected
book, Milton's Poems Set to
Music.

The Larger Community
Students here are quick to
complain about a lack of "cult u r e " in the town of Durham;
this we suppose is natural,
and at any rate most students
will be gone inside of four
years.
But when faculty members
begin to complain about the
lack of culture in Durham
(presumably they mean a
lack of cultural events or
"organized" culture) we begin to wonder, and perhaps
to worry a bit. For no society, and that includes a
town or a city, lacks a culture, and the development of
a culture is dependent upon
the individuals which make
up that society.
Frequently we have heard
complaints from town people, in all occupations and situations, about the Duke faculty, and their seeming unwillingness to participate in
the furtherance of the cultural life of the city of Durham.
There seems to be valid
grounds for many of these
complaints. Duke f a c u l t y
members are largely isolated
from the greater community.
Their houses and apartments
are in "faculty" sections of
town.
Realizing that it is often a
good deal cheaper to buy or
rent from the University, we
wonder if this communalism
in living quarters need lead
to a communalism in all

phases of the faculty's extraacademic life.
The faculty member who
fails to participate in the cultural life—broadly denned—
of his city, fails as a citizen
of his society, and also fails
in his academic responsibilities. A good part of education has to do with relating
learning to one's immediate
society, and the person who
withdraws from his society,
however repulsive that society is to him, defeats the
purpose of learning.
Culture is many things, and
the opportunity for the Duke
faculty to further the culture
of the city of D u r h a m is unlimited. Faculty m e m b e r s
could teach Sunday school
classes at a church in downtown D u r h a m instead of att e n d i n g Chapel services.
They would learn a good
deal, and impart a good deal
more.
The faculty could take the
initiative in instituting an
adult education program for
the citizens of this city.
A real start could be made
by the faculty's foregoing a
few "faculty" dinners, cocktail parties, and such, and
making an effort to participate in the life of this town;
they could put life into this
town.
Who knows, they might
even join the PTA where
their kids go to school?
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By Judy Murphy

Values in (Great Issues'
In a world of increasing
specialization, any college or
university today finds it difficult to offer its students anything that may be termed
"general education." Once
uniform course requirements
are satisfied, the student body
tends to break up into small
segments proceeding to learn
"more and more about less
and less." Perhaps an even
more disturbing example of
this fragmentation occurs on
the individual level: a student is rarely required to relate his current studies to his
background.
THERE IS, then, a constant
need for the student to balance his growing specialization by a realization of the
place which he, as a specialist, occupies. One of the
most interesting approaches
to the problem is the Great
Issues course required of all
seniors at Dartmouth College.
The "materials" for the
course are the unsolved problems confronting man, issues
which depend less upon facts
than value judgments. The
student is asked to consider
these issues in the light of his
total educational experience,
and gain other insights from
fellow students with different
backgrounds.

The "textbooks" are current newspapers and periodicals, as well as relevant outside reading. The "professors" are outstanding men
from a wide range of fields;
each one gives a lecture,' followed the next day hy a question period. All remarks made
during a lecture are strictly
off the record, and the result

MURPHY
is often a complete candor on
the part of the speaker.
For the present term, the
issues are War and Peace, and
the speakers are representative: a historian, a military
analyst, an expert in international law, a physicist, and a
theologian. Each term closes
with a consideration of the
effect of the issues upon the

The Free Voice
"The Free Voice" is a
guest column open to contributors who wish to develop an
idea more fully than is possible in a letter to the editor.
Opinions stated
represent
those of the writer, not necessarily those of the Chronicle.
Contributions may be sent to
Box 4696, Duke Station, or
the
Chronicle office, 304
Flowers Building.—Ed.
By D. A. PETERSON
Graduate-Tutor
English department
By its inhuman nature a
machine cannot victimize itself, another machine, or a
human being. Yet at this IBM
administered university students, staff, and faculty are
continually assured that machines are responsible for the
m o s t unaccountable mischances.
A student who has stood
in a registration line for seventy-five minutes or longer,
filled in each and every blank
of each and every printed
card pushed at him, paid his
fees, received a receipt, and
thought himself enrolled for
the semester may discover
(at the time that pre-registration information for the following semester is expensively distributed by U. S.
mail) that Central Records is
unaware of his existence^ his
presence on the campus, and
his progress toward a degree.
Having satisfied the suspicions of several supernumeraries in that office, he may be
informed that his name will
be placed on the roll and that
he must now fill in more
blanks on more cards in order to register for the coming
semester.
* * •
EVEN WHEN the staff in
Central Records exerts itself
to help him he is subjected to
innumerable delays and un' necessary inconveniences in
correcting an error for which
he is not responsible. He is
thus victimized. Though regularly exasperated by the
pre-registration decathlon, the
fortunate student whose name
is placed on the IBM compiled roll is at least spared
these additional indignities.
Cursing his indeterminable
nemesis, the student who has
survived this mischance without incurring some special
administrative penalty f o r
late registration may proceed
toward his degree in the ignorant belief that the error

has been corrected.
He may receive a grade report, the next semester's preregistration form letters, a
report of his registration, and
other notes and cards which
have been blithely ground
through various duplicating
machines, addressographs, and
Pitney-Bowes postage meters.
He may come to believe himself inexpressibly lucky that
only one of these useless bits
of information arrived with
postage due because the Pitney-Bowes machine would
sometimes decide not to
stamp a letter. He may return after the summer's vacation and learn that a new
interpretation of an administrative regulation points to
the advantage of making a
course change. He pays the
$2 fee and believes himself
lucky to get by so cheaply.
* + *
HE IS WRONG. Six weeks
later he learns that his name
is not on the IBM compiled
roll. He appeals for help from
the secretary of his department. Through her kindly
intervention the source of the
difficulty is apparently discovered. She is informed that
his name is now wherever it
belongs. Later, when other
students receive pre-registration information, he does not.
Students are not the only
victims of errors which are
by implication attributed to
machines. A university employee being paid on requisition may be led to believe
that a machine is responsible
for the otherwise inexplicable
delay in the preparation of
his monthly check. Investigation may reveal that the
requisition was not processed
because no one could figure
out where the cheek should
be sent although the recipient's office, home address, and
telephone n u m b e r s were
listed in the university directory. Apparently no one
could trust this information
(perhaps with justification)
or exert enough energy to
call the office from which the
requisition originated in order to obtain a trustworthy
address.
* * •
THE FACULTY is subjected to reams of badly written, rapidly duplicated information and misinformation. Every hour some newly
purchased electric typewriter
whips out some new stencil.
Every week a faculty mem-

individual, an ethical and
philosophical evaluation. In
spite of the emphasis on current periodicals, this can
hardly be called a glorified
current events course, The
course operates on Archibald
MacLeish's definition of a
great issue as one that has
"historical d e p t h , current
timeliness, and projection into the future."
THE PARTICIPATING student is expected to attend the
lectures and discussion sessions and to maintain a program of outside reading and
research. A special section of
the college library serves as
the n e r v e center of the
course, coordinating the lectures with pertinent material
the student is expected to
know.
The directors of the course
have in the past required the
student to keep a journal
which records his reaction to
. ail facets of the course. The
journals are graded, not on
the amount of information
gleaned from the course, but
on the depth and perception
of the student's appraisals.
"The essence of the journal," the Dartmouth senior is
told, "is your thinking under
provocation. . . . Bring into
your comments as much of
your experience with people,
reading, and ideas as seems
relevant, even if the result
does not bring you out where
you expected or wanted to
be."
THE AVERAGE s e n i o r
would, I suggest, find the demands of this course a little
unsettling. Yet they are demands which should be made
on the student. The possibility for a similar course for
Duke seniors is exciting and
deserves serious consideration.
The overwhelming enthusiasm of Dartmouth students
for the Great Issues course is
an indication of its effectiveness in its stated aim to "provide an experience in applying and carrying on one's
general education, and to develop a sharper awareness of
the values involved in great
issues that confront men today."
ber's mail box is stuffed with
waste paper. He is now sufficiently inured to bad administrative prose that he can ignore it unless it is harmful
to him or his department.
For instance, he may learn
(ten days a f t e r mid-term
grades were due) that his department head has received a
letter in which he is listed as
one of several who have not
returned the mid-term IBM
cards. The fact that two days
before the cards were due he
had personally (knowing that
nothing which requires speedy
delivery can be entrusted to
the campus mail) presented
the cards to one of the numerous staff in the Central Records Office has no bearing on
the matter. He has been accused and maligned behind
his back. He has been victimized by someone else's
error.

* **

WHOEVER MADE each of
these mistakes and the thousands of others which regu-.
larly annoy, frustrate, and
victimize the students, staff,
and faculty of this university
skulks behind some machine.
Properly made, programmed,
and operated, the machines do
not make mistakes; they can
be equipped with units which
will check their own work.
Yet no one can, or at least no
one will, ferret out this evil,
incompetent human nemesis.
Instead all are made to suffer
for the useless existence of a
few outwardly arrogant, inwardly sniveling incompe(Continned on page 3)

